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IBS SHOW 2016 A BIG HIT FOR SIMPLE BUILD GROUP
Las Vegas in January what
could be better?
The 2016 IBS show is what
made Las Vegas a better
place to visit for the week of
the 18th. And for the SimpleBuild group this one has
been a big hit with both
home builders & remodelers.
For t he SimpleBuild group
this is our second time hosting a booth for our Construction Management Software.
The show was gigantic over
400,000sq.ft., 1300+ Exhibitors and more than 125,000
attendees. Our location was
S3322 which would indicate
we were at the farthest
southern point in the show.
Most of the Software for
Builders could be seen at the
northern end of the show.

We thought only the die
hard would travel to see us,
and were we wrong. The
first day was intense, all of
our demo stations occupied
with a staff member presenting the Simple Build system.
Ryan Windmiller a developer
& Custom Home builder
commanded the larger
crowds. The SimpleBuild
system was originally designed for Ryan’s business,
so it makes sense that he
understands the value of
utilizing a simple solution
that everyone can use.
The other busy person in the
SimpleBuild booth was Clay
Miller our Co-founder &
President. Clay had taken
two years out of his life to
understand the entire building process as it pertained to
Ryan Windmiller’s Aspen

Homes a well established
Custom home builder in the
Quad Cities area.
This was Deborah Parich’s
first trade show and found
that she did not have a minute to herself. Deb has experience in both remodeling
& apartment building management in the Chicago area.
I just about lost my voice
every day. Having the responsibility of training and
support, many of those considering our system wanted
Clay chat’s one on one with a Custom Home
to know who and how.
Located on an aisle on each builder from the east coast.
side offered more real-estate
to use for us to spread out.
This also meant that at times
we got so busy we would
run out of devices to use.
The diversity of those that
stopped by to review our
Web Based Construction
Management System
was
enlightening. We’ve met
more remodeling contractors than expected along
with multi-unit builders that
are busty due to the retirement of the baby boomers.

Ryan & Deb connecting the dots for a Home
builder and his PM.

Sometimes the SimpleBuild booth got too crowded.
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Much of the interest was due to the newly developed Scheduling Module which is not only fully functional but, Simple to use at the same time.
Ryan Windmiller in the foreground showing how SimpleBuild has increased his productivity & profits.

Why did we think this such a busy
show for us?
The builder market has many levels
of technology users. Some have been
using computers and smart devices
for years while others have not. SimpleBuild was developed for the
builder that realized he needs to automate some portions of his operation
but, unsure as to how difficult or time
consuming it will be to implement.
Is this the year you say enough?
Enough wasting time calling vendors
Enough wasting time on creating
schedules
Enough losing money on untracked
Change orders.
These are just a few reasons why
SimpleBuild ‘s Construction Management Software for Home Builders
was so popular and will continue to
be so through the years ahead.

Ryan, Tim & Deb enjoying a little pre-show peace.

